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Discussion Questions for Bruce Dethlefsen’s Unexpected Shiny Things
1. The title of the book refers to things that are “shiny.” The section titles all refer in
some way to light, or the effects of light. The cover photo also represents light, dark,
and shadow. How do these themes play out in the poems?
2. From the very first poem (“Shebang”), and throughout the book, Dethlefsen uses
sound and rhythm to mimic or echo musical effects in various places. How does this
affect the “mood” of the book? How does it strike you, when you read the poems?
Why do you think the poet chose to include this sort of “sound effect”?
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3. There are many poems that refer to crying and to tears. Sometimes we know why a
person is crying in a poem, and in other poems, it isn’t always clear. What is the effect
of this upon the reader?
4. Dethlefsen also uses humor in various ways throughout his poems. Were there
places where you laughed out loud? How does he blend the humor with the darker
poems? How do you see the emotional colorings and pacing of the book unfolding?
5. As suggested in the title of a poem in Section Three, how can a person live “outside”
themselves?
6. Most of these poems are set pretty clearly in Wisconsin, or in the Kansas City of
Dethelfsen’s boyhood. But throughout the book, there a handful of poems set in
Guatemala. Why do you think Dethlefsen chose to include these “other” poems?
7. Clearly childhood is very important to Dethlefsen. He mines his own childhood
memories and his experiences as a teacher, as well as a father. What memories of your
own childhood did he bring back for you?
8. Dethlefsen writes about his own sons, but he spends almost as much time writing
about his father. He is a son and father himself in these poems. How do you think his
childhood affected his relationship to his own sons? What are your thoughts on the
poems about his father?
9. In the poem “1950,” how can an act be “so kind so common it barely even
happened”?
10. Water is a common image in many of these poems. How does Dethlefsen use
water images and references to water?
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11. The moon also shows up again and again in these poems. Why do you think that is? A picture of the moon reflected in water was considered for the cover of the book. Would such a picture have been better? Why or why not?
12. Why do you think the poet has chosen to use little or no capitalization or punctuation?
13. Another metaphor Dethlefsen uses repeatedly is the idea of dirt and soil. By turns these poems are wacky, funny,
and very, very touching. What is the cumulative effect of these “garden and dirt” poems? How is the metaphor used
differently in different sections of the book?
14. In the fourth section, Dethlefsen deals directly with the tragedy of his own son’s death. What details does he
choose to focus the poems around, and what does he leave out? What does he not say? What is the role of silence in
grief? What is the role of silence in conveying grief?
15. Dethlefsen likes to say “If a novel is winter, and a short story is a snow storm, then a poem is a snowball,
squeezed.” Do you agree? Which poems in Unexpected Shiny Things are the snowballs? All of them? Are there snow
storms in the book? Do the poems add up to more than the sum of their individual parts?
16. To what extent are things, as Dethlefsen suggests, connected by “strings”?
17. Max Garland, in his quote on the back cover, writes about a “redemptive vision of the world around us.” What role
do you see redemption playing in this book? What—or who—needs redeeming? And what—or who—are the sources
of redemption in these poems?
18. What evidence is there in the poems that suggests that the poet is religious? Spiritual?
19. Lisa Starr writes that these are “loud, quiet” poems. What do you think she means? How can poems be loud and
quiet at the same time?
20. One of Bruce Dethlefsen’s important messages, as Wisconsin Poet Laureate, has been to give people—students in
classrooms, adults in his audiences—permission to be an artist, and to think of themselves as artists. He notes often
that he wishes someone had given him that permission, earlier in his life. What is the role of art in these poems? What
is the role of the artist? And…who is the artist? Who gets to be the artist?
21. What are the unexpected shiny things?

Did you find these questions helpful in reading Unexpected Shiny Things? Please email us at cowfeather@versewisconsin.org. Let us know how you used the Discussion Guide and/or what your reaction to the book was. We’d love to hear
from you!

